
HI, AS LONG AS WE ARE REVIEWING HISTORY I THOUGHT I WOULD DUST OFF SOME 
OLD EMAILS FROM DWIGHT DEVORK (SELECTMAN AT THE TIME) THESE TWO 
MISSIVES REALLY HELP START ME DOWN MY OWN “ROAD TO PERDITION”! ENJOY !!!!
ALLEN KASIEWICZ 

Dear Mr. Kasiewicz, 

Your letter was forwarded to me out of concern from one of your addressee’s below. I have read your 
intents and comments with great disdain and I find it incredible that someone like yourself would 
launch at this time such a back-stabbing, underhanded effort to undermine the intent of article 19 of the 
2004 town warrant, where a very significant 77.6% majority of voters made it clear that the current 
town hall was what they wanted for our town employees, and, for you to undermine the volunteered 
hard work and dedication of 9 Restoration Committee members who have worked since last July on 
this project to get where we are today. This same committee is comprised, in case you don’t know, of 
myself, Robert Reid, Vaune Dugan (an architect and planning board member), Suzanne Ryan (budget 
committee member), Don Ross (president, Wolfeboro Concerned Taypayers Ass’n), Karen Chase (local 
graphic artist who has lived here all her life), Susan McDonald (local nurse and landlord around the 
corner from town hall on Cropley Hill), Fleur Palau (local artist and Olympia Gym owner, who has 
lived here for many years), Judy Breuninger (planning board member and a woman who has spent 
better than 50 years as a citizen of Wolfeboro, and a dedicated person involved in the restoration 
cause), and my wife Aleta, another artist who has lived here with me in this town since 1982. None of 
us are paid to be on this committee, and all of us have poured over the best and most cost efficient 
possibilities for this building. We have all taken time out of our own work weeks (therefore all of us 
losing money from lost earnings) to tour Merrimac’s and Plymouth’s town halls for perspectives and 
ideas on what we could do with our own historic treasure. 

I don’t know who you are, as we have not had the pleasure of your attendance at any Board of 
Selectmen meetings or Town Hall Restoration Committee meetings on this subject, although all of our 
meetings have been publicly posted and you have been free to come to express your thoughts, or write 
a letter, for that matter. In fact, in the past year I can’t remember seeing you at a Selectman’s meeting 
for any subject in which you may have made yourself heard, but perhaps I missed you at some point. 

However, you obviously have no regard for either the will of the people as expressed in 2004 on the 
town warrant, nor do you have respect for the many hours of work we as a subcommittee put into the 
town hall restoration project already. Our committee has no financial interests or ulterior motives in 
seeing through the project we have been working on so diligently; we have no realtor’s interests or 
private industry interests to purchase and renovate what is by most people’s standards a commercial 
factory that is far from the center of town, invisible to passers-by, and adjacent to a former town dump 
(with serious hazardous waste issues of its own), now used as the town’s repository for snow and ice 
removed from the downtown streets by our road crews. Robert Reid, Karen Chase and I each worked 
ourselves the weekend before last , and the week before, well over 40 hours to collect photos, outline 
and articulate the Powerpoint that you saw at the deliberative session; that weekend was, if you 
remember, a very nice weekend and we could have all found something more pleasant to do than hole 
up in my office all weekend to get this project ready for voter viewing. And, if you had something as 
significant to say as you apparently now have, why didn’t you get up during the deliberative session to 
say something? Why not let yourself be heard on cable TV and the audience first hand, when it was 
open for discussion? 

But, I want to address some of your assumptions below, and counter each one. 

1) regardless of how “deplorable” the town hall’s current condition is, if you were able to glean 
anything at all from our deliberative session, the Merrimac and Plymouth town halls were also in equal 



condition prior to their renovations; and they now have very nice, modernized facilities that are still 
located smack in the middle of town and serve as outstanding items of pride for each town. 

2) You have misread and misinterpreted our needs for our water & sewer treatment plants updates. It is 
nowhere in the CIP for the next 5 years to replace the town sewer processing plant; David Ford and the 
engineers at Wright-Pierce have indicated that with minor plant maintenance and repairs we can live 
with our current plant for many years to come. The $30 Mil figure you threw out as a fear factor is 
sheer conjecture; all official estimates have fallen in the $10.5 million or under range. Likewise, our 
current water treatment plant is doing its job with minor improvements, which are coming around the 
corner. If and when we find the need to create a new water treatment plant, your figure of $25 Mil is 
again hyperbolic as our most recent figures indicated $5.346 million, assuming a lake water treatment 
plant. Whether we choose to treat water from Lake Winnipesaukee or drill public wells near our current 
plant (my choice over Lake Winni as it would be far cheaper), it is doubtful either one would come to 
such a cost, and we would have a lot of work to do to convince voters to pay such a fee. 

3) Your cost assumptions of our town hall’s renovations are totally speculative and inaccurate, by the 
accounts we have already heard from other towns. For you to insinuate that the project will cost $5 to 
$6 Mil is without foundation. The Merrimac project cost a total of $2.6 million two years ago, and the 
Plymouth project cost a total of $880,000, ten years ago. The Merrimac project involved the excavation 
of 4 feet of their basement floor to enable greater space utilization, adding significantly to their costs; 
we do not have this problem; they also had the mandate of hiring union workers at Massachusetts wage 
scales; we do not. Both towns had the same issues we face today: wiring updates, plumbing upgrades, 
handicapped accessibility, space efficiency needs, technology upgrades, storage needs, and 
overcrowding of employees. In 2003, we had a preliminary cost estimate given to us by an architectural 
firm from Rochester, prior to the town vote in 2004, to address the potential costs of our renovation. 
While this report was widely publicized as costing $5 million to renovate, what never became public 
was the inaccuracies of this report; for example, their use of a $1 million figure to install an elevator; 
the town of Plymouth installed theirs for a cost of $80,000, and the Merrimac building was roughly 
equivalent. The 2003 project assumptions were so far off that no one took them seriously; and the 
renovation of Merrimac’s building in 2004 would verify these findings. They did create quite a scare, 
however. 

4) But I would argue also that the Wicker’s building, by your own assumptions, would cost $2.8 Mil to 
buy and refurbish into what we need. However, your figures could also be all wrong, and without 
detailed engineering studies of that building, and formal cost estimates, how are we to even assume 
your figures are correct? We were lucky enough to acquire our current “gem in the rough” (as Bob Reid 
likes to refer to it) for $1, including the land and parking. Even if it cost us $3.5 million to renovate, it 
would serve a far greater purpose to the town to do so than just to serve as a building for town hall 
employees. It is one of the finest architectural pieces in the entire town; it is on the National Historic 
Register; and it is part of this town’s heritage. To abandon this building in favor of an invisible, 2-mile 
from downtown factory building, is for most of us nearsighted, ill-willed and lacking in comprehension 
for what purpose a town hall actually serves a town. 

5) What would become of our current town hall if we abandoned it? Would we sell it? Would we leave 
it to fall into further disrepair as we may not be able to sell it? If we chose to rent it out, we would still 
have to renovate it to meet the current & future needs of any tenants, and we would face the same 
issues we do for our own employees. We would also lose the centralized and highly convenient 
location, as well as a great deal of usable space that is currently out of use. Our town hall has a total of 
26,069 usable square feet, including the basement area; there is 18,860 square feet above ground 
available. We are currently using only 6483 square feet of this building for employee offices and public 
meeting space. We have the potential of having all of our public meetings held at the same location, 



rather than having to fan out to the library (replete with its scheduling conflicts) and the community 
center (again with scheduling difficulties). The upstairs area has more than adequate area for all BOS 
meetings, Planning, Zoning and Budget meetings, while the downstairs could and would be used for 
office space, sorely needed. 

In addition, the upstairs meeting hall would serve as a multi-purpose room for other events: weekend 
cultural affairs, weekend movies or plays, special art or historic exhibits. Its location is what has 
always, and will always be the attraction to such a usage. You have probably not lived here long 
enough to know or remember that the upstairs was in fact used all the time until the mid-1970′s, as a 
public movie theater, dance hall, and meeting place for public events, political candidates, and local 
talent shows. Those of us who can remember these things know that these usages brought vitality to 
downtown Wolfeboro at night and on weekends, and gave families and our youths something to do 
when they were in town. 

I would like to know what you think the town should do with the building if we were to abandon it. Is it 
your intent to see it developed into commercial space? If so, by whom? The building is worth more 
than the sum total of its parts; it is not just a building, it is an institution that has served the town for 
many years and can continue to do so, if we utilize the remaining unused space. What assurance do we 
have that this building would be repaired and maintained in a timely way to prevent it from becoming a 
white elephant, smack in the middle of town? What assurance do we have that if we sold it, the buyer 
wouldn’t go bankrupt in the process of renovating it, and leave it as an eyesore in the middle of the 
Oldest Summer Resort in America? If we keep it but abandon it, we still have the maintenance issues, 
and if we sell it, we face the risk of having it become a worse eyesore than it currently is, with no 
power to do anything about it. 

I have just had a chance today to see your powerpoint presentation. You make many erroneous 
conclusions, such as the suggestion to renovate the building is a “logistic nightmare” to occupy and 
rehab it at the same time. As was the case with Merrimac and Plymouth, the employees were 
temporarily relocated by professional moving crews in one day’s time to alternate locations nearby, 
while the buildings were renovated. Merrimac used portable construction trailers for some departments 
in their parking lot, while Plymouth used a vacant multi-story building just a few hundred feet away. 
We have the options currently of renting the old Holmwood’s location, using the trailer alternative, 
using the community center, or possibly the Green Mountain Communications building. Another 
erroneous conclusion is that to use old town hall for commercial stores, restaurants and hotel or condo 
usage would result in lower traffic and parking impact on downtown Wolfeboro. There is not a great 
deal of transient traffic coming & going from town hall on a daily basis; it is easily assumable there 
would be a great deal more traffic from a commercial development such as you suggest. And, to 
assume we could rent out municipal dock spaces for occupants of a condo-ized building would not only 
be illegal, but pathetically mercenary to the special interests of a developer. 

Town Hall is architectural gem. Very true. Which is another reason we, the citizens of our town, have a 
right to keep it and preserve it as a public building. It is 118 years old. By European standards, this is a 
new building. Perhaps you have never been to Europe, but there are thousands of quite ancient 
buildings in public use and owned by municipalities and state governments everywhere; they take pride 
in their old buildings and consider them a part of their heritage, something to hold onto, not sell to 
developers for the highest bid so they can be condo-ized and turned into shopping malls.
You also suggest that the upstairs of this building is unusable to older people. We have included plans 
to install an elevator to make that floor easily accessible as well, so that anyone could get up to the 
second floor without any greater effort than going into the first floor. If it’s inaccessible to older folks 
as a town hall, why would it be any more accessible to older folks under a commercial developer’s 
ownership? 



You mention the potential additional tax earnings from the commercialization of old town hall. What 
about the loss of tax revenue from the Wickers building? This is currently assessed higher than old 
town hall and we would lose that revenue if we were to move into it. And, we would lose a valuable 
manufacturing location for a town that is sorely in need of more manufacturing space, not less. 

We still have the issue of ADA compliance of all our public areas in town, and a federal mandate to do 
something about the scores of violations as soon as possible, or face serious fines. Our movement 
forward to begin the town hall renovation will serve as an indicator to the federal government that we 
are in fact making valiant efforts to do so. We cannot possibly comply with all of their mandates in the 
next couple of years, as every sidewalk, every parking space, every public building has to be revamped 
to comply. The town hall plan is a very bold statement to the government that we are working in the 
right direction and will serve to hold them at bay from fining us; if you stop this project, we are back to 
square one in dealing with the government. We are “under the gun” to begin these improvements 
immediately; the town hall project is an immediate start to complying with those violations. To 
postpone this project another year in hopes of getting voter approval for your idea would put us at 
significantly higher risk of realizing those fines from the government. Your potential savings of 
$800,000 (renovate at $3.5 Mil vs. buy Wickers) could be eaten up very quickly with a $10,000 per day 
fine from the US Government. 

I find it curious you would have quoted Pat Waterman as indicating she felt your idea was great– since 
she personally gave Bob Reid and I high praise for our presentation at the deliberative session, and 
thought it was a very good plan that we had presented; in addition I spoke to her yesterday and she 
confirmed she is totally against the idea of relocating town hall to the Wickers location. And to assume 
that Mayfield Real Estate is behind your efforts, simply because one sales agent of that agency is 
sponsoring an open house to help sell the building (in his own vested economic interests), is conjecture, 
I would argue. 

I don’t know what your vision if for the town, but to envision town hall to be moved out into an 
industrial area that would better be served as an economic asset for the town (i.e, manufacturing which 
would bring in more jobs to Wolfeboro) is hard for me to understand. To put our town hall out of sight 
of all newcomers to town, as well as those who have to do business with the town who live here 
(paying bills, obtaining building permits, car registrations, etc) would make it a hassle for everyone. 
Currently you can do your business with town hall when you come to town for shopping and 
recreation; to have to drive and search for a building 2 miles from town that is in an industrial park 
doesn’t say much for your vision of how we should keep Wolfeboro one of the most quaint towns in 
New Hampshire. And, what other towns in New Hampshire have taken such an action? In my 50+ 
years of living in this state, most small towns have worked hard to preserve their town halls as a 
historic tribute. To assume our employees would be happier in such a detached, invisible location, 
where they have to drive everywhere to grab lunch, get their mail, or stroll through the park during 
their lunch hours is plainly out of touch with our employee’s preferences. 

To suggest that the town relocate our police and fire departments to this location is also quite 
inappropriate. It is very important for both departments to maintain a close proximity to downtown 
Wolfeboro, so they can be there in a minute’s notice when duty calls. To require a fire truck to come all 
the way from Wickers to respond to a downtown fire would be wasting valuable time; and a call for 
duty in South Wolfeboro would be further delayed by that location, for either police or fire services. 
With our considerably higher crime rates and needs for emergency services today, it makes more sense 
now than ever to have the police and fire departments as centrally located as possible. 

I certainly hope that you might consider running for public office in the future, so that when you have 
constructive ideas to put before the public, you do so in a democratic way, rather than undermine those 
who are doing just that, sacrificing their own time and money and taking time out of their personal 



lives to help to contribute to the current and future needs of the their town. It is certainly not fair to 
those of us who put ourselves out in front of the public to have someone come in with a media blitz to 
shoot down this proposal, particularly when you have had 8 months of time to express yourself prior to 
this day and have chosen not to do so in front of the selectmen or the restoration committee. 

Very Sincerely, 

Dwight Devork, Selectman

THE FOLLOWING IS THE ORIGINAL LETTER I SENT TO A FEW PEOPLE THAT STARTED 
THIS EXCHANGE. (NOTE DATE) 

—–Original Message—–
From: ALLEN KASIEWICZ [mailto:secaat@metrocast.net]
Sent: Friday, February 09, 2007 10:36 AM
To: Dick Mosher; Don McBride (Donmmtnman@Verizon. Net); Ed Roundy; Jeanne
Tempest; Jerry Thayer; Larry & Gerry DeGeorge; Lee White; Mal Blodget; Paul
Des Marais; Peter Roessiger
Subject: Wicker’s Building Project

Gentlemen:
I’m sure many of us were at the deliberative session on Tuesday and were
greatly distressed by the presentation of Selectman Reed and Devork. I know
I was. While their presentation showed the current deplorable condition that our “iconic’ Town Hall 
building has been allowed to fall into, their position, which is predicated upon the idea that Wolfeboro 
should do what Merrimack, MA and Plymouth, NH did, is nonsense.

We need to do what’s best for Wolfeboro.

With the spectre of a new Sewer Treatment Plant ($30M) and possible water
treatment plant ($25M) on the horizon, our Town needs to start considering
where these funds are coming from and the possible impact on our tax base in
the next ten years. Some will ask “where to these figures come from?” During
Tuesday’s presentation by the Town concerning repairs to the existing sewer
plant it was mentioned that this plant is over 30 years old and needs to be
replaced soon. (The photos shown certainly indicate that) Also, remember,
the Beach Pond Reservoir is drawn down to critical levels every summer and
it not just because of pipe leaks (we’re growing) and if we draw water from
Winnipesaukee (the proposed solution), we will need a new plant to treat
that water along with the associated infrastructure (probably another $30
million). Many people are aware of these issues but our Town government
refuses to address them. Spending $5 to $6 million now on an ego trip, is
the last thing we should be doing

I have continued to speak to people in our Town and I have received strong
affirmation for the Wickers idea. For example Todd O’Dowd is organizing a
meeting with many of his friends and has asked me to present this idea at a
meeting in early March. Tom Bigelow (Bigelow and Ashton – Accountants) has
even offered me money to defray expenses. Even Pat Waterman (spoke to her in
the post office yesterday) said this idea is just what we need and was
great!!

If we are going to take action on this matter we best move now. I have set
in place a number of action items and I await your individual and/or group



support. I do not mind doing all of the heavy lifting on this issue as I
believe very strongly in it. But for this idea to gain traction we need a
group effort. Here is what I propose:

1. Move ahead to kill the Warrant Article by mounting a vigorous public
relations campaign.

2. If defeated, we, as private citizens form an organization to seek private
funds to procure an option to take the facility off the market. Or if the
Land Bank felt that this was a worthy venture I would ask for these funds
from you.

3. Negotiate a P/S with Wickers for a sell price with a “right of first
refusal” option or for a “remove it from the market” option for one year.

4. Seek State permission for an emergency Town meeting (I have requested the
process, rules and regulations for this from the Attorney General’s Office)
and ask for $2.8M to buy ($1.3M) and fitup ($1.5) the Wickers Facility this
summer.

4a. or we offer a Warrant Article for this same subject/amount for the 2008
session.

If the Town voters support this program (4) we transfer option to the Town
and then purchase the facility in March 2008, have fit-up done by September
and move in before the end of the year. Program 4a will delay the process
until late 2009

A quick look at this “fit-up” by another professional “friend” idicates
that $1.5M will set that facility up nicely to meet our Town government’s
requirements for the next 15/20 years. It includes paving and lighting the
gravel parking lot to left of the building; new ADA front entrance on left
side of building (facing) (this is the small single story attached part,
about 3K feet); new HVAC unit on roof with interior ducting; Class A office
fit-up on this lower floor for tax and utility personel with a
conference/meeting room, ADA bathrooms and open spaces, with stairway to
second floor; install elevator in exterior stairway that now exists (in
front) to meet ADA; the second floor already is nicely fit out although I
would add more meeting space and a couple of more offices for Town Manager,
Planning, selectmen and other support staff; and add a fire wall to separate
this approximately 7K feet from the balance of the building to isolate and
leave it empty for now. Then put in telecommunications (telco switch, data
network with all wiring), full paint, new drop ceiling through out, new
rugs, window treatment, some funiture (Surplus Office Funiture in Manchester
offers really nice pieces for short money to get started with) and potted
plants. I fit out a small (6500) sq foot building in Manchester (593 Harvey
Rd) for my business in 1993. Starting with an empty shell my cost was less
than $200K and included all of the above except parking and lighting. We
surely should be able to fit up 7K of Wickers “to the 9999s” for $1.5M today

In order to make this happen here is what I propose we do:
WASR (Joe Colley is a friend) will give me two morning sessions (at no
charge) for us to present this idea. It will play on Thursday at 8:00AM and



again at 5:00 PM. I suggest we run it on the 22nd of Feb. and the 1st of
March. We can then run a series of radio spots everyday (60 sec duration)
for about $10 per insertion (WASR has a matching program for non-profits or
Town groups; buy one ad, get one ad run for free). We run this program right
through Election Day.

I have spoken to Peter Pajone at Community TV and he will do a session on us
speaking (with a power-point presentation) on this issue and run it several
times a week.

I have a draft of a major article that I will put in the Granite State News
to run on Feb 22nd and then we can run a series of small ads along with
reinforcing PR pieces in the March 1st and 8th editions.

Maxfield Real Estate has offered to open the Wickers facility for viewing and touring by
the Town’s people. On Sat. March 3rd we have an “open house” there with
guided tours, presentations and free coffee and donuts (Maxfield has agreed
to cover all expenses for this). We could put a big banner at the entrance
to Wickers Drive and catch the people going to and from the dump. JC Signs
will help us here.

Don: I researched your concern about restrictions on the Town’s use of the
John Brewster Hall by John Brewster’s will. This concern was raised by a
conversation with Shirley Ganem. Here’s the specific legal response!!! ITS
NOT AN ISSUE!!

“It’s the recent deed from the Trustees to the town that now counts, not the
Will of John Brewster. I’m merely suggesting that Shirley may be
overstating the case. I am quite sure Bob Varney has a copy of the Will,
although the deed to the town is the pertinent document (because the probate
court approved the transfer to the town and would not have done so if the
court believed that the transfer violated the intent of the Will)”.

I am anxious the hear your thoughts on this issue as I need to determine
whether we move ahead or if I should go sking. It’s time to take town
government into your own hands and make a positive difference for yourself
and your fellow town residents.

Allen Kasiewicz

I THEN RESPONDED TO DWIGHT’S FIRST EMAIL WITH THE FOLLOWING:

Dear Dwight Devork 

Wolfeboro: “the oldest summer resort in America”. That single phrase clearly defines the commercial 
basis of our community. Wolfeboro has been, is now and could continue to be a significant tourist 
destination in the Northeast, if that’s what we want. 

But what does the tourist want; a clean lake, a quaint village, good roads, easy parking, interesting sites 
to visit, good restaurants and other attractive places to spend their money. What do we offer them; a 
Lake (Back Bay is in mid-stage eutrophication); neglected roads and sidewalks, traffic jams and NO 
parking. What do they see in our local paper; warning ads that our water supply does not meet State 
standards; a sewer system in such disrepair that the State has mandated no further connections; a 
Federal intervention because of our flagrant disregard of ADA requirements and “churn” in Town 
officialdom. And most telling of all: that …”Meredith is now the jewel on the Lake and Wolfeboro has 



slid to a distant second place”. (Weirs Times, July 2006).

And more importantly, what do the citizens of Wolfeboro want; I think the same things as the tourist 
plus a safe and secure home, good schools, reasonable taxes and effective Town government.

If you catalog these deficits and their associated expense plus the looming burden of the new sewer 
plant/water treatment plant’s supporting infrastructure, kids being taught in modulars, a new police 
facility, new welfare offices, expanded library, AND a new town facility, plus the normal inflation 
based town budget increases, we are all looking at a huge capital demand with associated tax increases 
during the next ten years. 

The 2004 Warrant Article #19 was approved because we were recovering what was ours; the voters 
thought they were spending $1. They were not told it was going to cost $5 million dollars to restore 
Brewster Hall to make it functional. (Granite State News – Jan 11, 2007). There are currently 
alternatives that should be considered and the purchase and reconfiguration of the Wickers facility is 
only one of several.

My suggestion that the Town consider the purchase the Wicker’s Facility to serve as a municipal 
facility was made in spirit of economic soundness and good will, not to subvert the volunteer 
committee’s earnest efforts. This facility was not on the market when you started your planning process 
and, I didn’t know that it was going to cost $5 million dollars. The Wicker’s option represents a 
solution to the pressing demands for a new town hall that can be achieved in half the time and at a third 
of your project costs. It would provide 26,000 square feet of a modern space on five acres with plenty 
of parking and most of all, plenty of room for growth. It could also easily accommodate the Police 
department needs and the Welfare offices, Life Ministries when the Hospital starts reconstruction, with 
minimal additional expense and still leave several thousand feet for further use. This idea was 
supported by many Town’s people who encouraged me to define an implementation plan. The Power 
Point presentation outlined some of possible steps of this plan.

What to do with Brewster Hall? First of all we should immediately clean up the interior, fix the roof to 
stop further deterioration and paint the exterior woodwork for the same reason, and to improve its 
appearance. Then, we should create a recapitalization plan for this asset as a possible cultural center or 
commercial center more fitting the core business model of our Town – tourism. Using a high-end 
developer (Meredith model) or Town/private investment (the NICK model) would result in recreating 
this iconic structure in a manner that makes sense.

Our Town deserves a debate that prizes substance over rhetoric. I think that we should be sure the 
Town’s citizens have all of facts and all of the options fairly presented and let them decide what is best 
with their ballot.

Sincerely,

Allen Kasiewicz

AND THEN HE CAME BACK AT ME WITH THIS:

Dear Mr. Kaziewicz,

I am acutely aware of the problems Wofeboro faces, as Selectman and life long resident here. While 
you may be a newcomer, I have been here far longer and am well aware of its continuing shortfalls. 
However, our summer traffic problem and parking has been an issue since the 60′s and is nothing new; 
parking at town hall is not a problem in summer months, only winter months when Carpenter School is 
in session and the teaching staff there occupies the majority of the parking lot; the addition of further 
commercial enterprises at town hall rather than municipal usages would only increase the summer 
parking problem as well as the traffic flow. 



When you chose to move to Wolfeboro, did you notice the conditions that you cite in your reply to me? 
What water problems, sewer issues, roads and sidewalks, the town hall, public safety building 
problems, etc., existed at that time? They have been here for a number of years and are nothing new. 
We continue to move forward trying to make important changes and maintenance while keeping it 
affordable for all. Ironically, it is usually the newcomers that complain the most about the tasks we 
must take care of. When the honeymoon with Wolfeboro is over, the newcomers all suddenly realize 
even paradise has its problems. Our former town manager let many of these issues slide for the past ten 
years, and we have no choice but to face them and deal with them the best we can. 

The mercenary interests of realtor and developers getting their hands on town hall to market and sell is 
what is motivating this movement to get town hall moved. Anyone with any appreciation for 
preservation and renovation can see the forest through the trees when it comes to renovating this 
building; I would argue that is why the interest level for commercial development exists today. The 
Wickers building is a feather in the cap of the realtor who sells it, so it is in their interest to sell as soon 
as possible and not lose the listing. The town hall sale would again fuel the realtors’ interests in 
marketing the piece, and the developers would no doubt have a field day with the profit potentials. 
Although the building faces considerable work to put it back into good shape, it is not uncommon in 
old buildings and most of the Wolfeboro public can relate to the preservation of old architecture; if you 
have no appreciation of old structures then you cannot relate to this concept. It is done everyday all 
over New England; it is a way of life here. The main reason the building is in such condition today is 
the selectmen felt it imprudent to make repairs to a building we did not own; all that has changed as of 
last year. 

The $5 million figure you continue to use erroneously has been publicly corrected already and there is 
no basis in fact for your allocation of this figure. Last summer, with Scott Smith leaving his position he 
told the paper the building would cost $5 million to renovate. This was based on a cursory cost 
projection done by Rob Houseman in 2003 without any actual cost backups from qualified engineers. 
Included in that cost was a $1 Million elevator and a $1 million tab for installing a sprinkler system; 
neither figure was close to accurate (we have recently confirmed that fact with 4 architectural firms we 
have interviewed). Also, the sprinkler system, though prudent, is not mandatory if we restore the 
building. 

We have heard cost estimates from a couple of architects we have spoken to already, putting the town 
hall at an estimated $3 to $4 million project. Is is worth preserving and has a great intrinsic value to the 
quality of life in Downtown Wolfeboro. The Wickers project, by your own figures, would cost 
approximately $3.5 million for purchase and refurbishment. Add to the fact this location sits at an 
abandoned landfill that is full of pollutants that are best kept a distance away from the public and public 
employees. 

The employees of town hall have greater priority at this time than do the public safety building workers 
or any other municipal building. While the expansion of the police and fire station are desirable, it is 
not as urgent, and the concept of moving our fire & police department so far away from the center of 
town is something I think most people in town would oppose. 

Many of the reasons you cite below are being dealt with in this year’s warrant articles and will help 
alleviate many of those problems. If you do not support the current articles for this year then we are on 
a backwards track once again. 

While the editor of the Weirs Times would say we have fallen behind Meredith, I would argue Meredith 
has become an excessively commercial town that looks nothing like it did 50 years ago. While some 
may think the commercialization is an improvement, our 2006 Planning Board survey of the public (by 
mail, internet and phone) indicated that a considerable majority of Wolfeboro residents and vistors alike 



want to see Wolfeboro remain essentially the same with only moderate growth. They clearly indicated 
they do not want “box” stores, fast food outlets, and a proliferation of “honky tonk”. Why people move 
here, thinking it is the best town they could imagine, and then decide they want to change it to fit their 
needs a couple of years later, is beyond most local’s understanding. 

Your last suggestion that our town hall should be a town-owned cultural center is contradictory & 
transparent. If it is going to cost us money to renovate it as a town hall, it will cost us close to the same 
to make it into a cultural center. If we keep the building as a town owned building we will still face the 
same restoration costs. Then we will have doubled our expense. I think it is more likely commercial 
developing interests want the building for their own profit potentials, and that is what is fueling this 
argument. 

You speak of fairness. You have been quite unfair yourself in backstabbing a project that so many 
volunteers have given a lot of their personal time & dedication to already, without compensation, 
giving the public no time for an informed rebuttal prior to the vote today. Did you attend our open 
house? The vast majority of tour participants felt the building was not only worth preserving but was 
also a gem in the rough that should be remain one of Wolfeboro’s greatest public treasures. You can 
interpret Article 19 of 2004 any way you want to, but the wording of the article speaks for itself and the 
vast majority voted in favor of the article. Why would we have sought to purchase it if our intent was to 
then sell it to developers? I thinks that would have been far more deceptive than what you accuse 
myself, the Restoration Committee members, and the Selectmen of. I think the majority of taxpayers 
will agree. 

Sincerely, 

Dwight Devork

THEN I SENT THIS:

—– Original Message —–
From: ALLEN KASIEWICZ
To: Dwight Devork @ Wolfeboro Insurance
Cc: Dick Mosher ; Don McBride (Donmmtnman@Verizon. Net) ; Ed Roundy ; Jerry Thayer ; Larry & 
Gerry DeGeorge ; Lee White ; Mal Blodget ; Paul Des Marais ; Peter Roessiger
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2007 9:11 PM
Subject: Restore the Town Hall?

Dear Mr. Devork;

I would like to offer the following response to you email dated 2-12-07:
We approved Warrant Article #19 in 2004 to purchase our Town Hall for $1 because we thought it was 
a “good deal”. The voters weren’t told about the deplorable condition that this building had been 
allowed to fall into nor, that the restoration cost was $5 million dollars (Granite State News – Jan 11, 
2007).

My suggestion that the Town consider the purchase of the Wicker’s facility (located off of 109A) to 
serve as a municipal complex was made in the spirit of economic soundness and good will, not to 
subvert the volunteer Town Hall Restoration Committee’s earnest efforts. 

The Wicker’s option offers an excellent investment opportunity for our Town. It is a modern, 26,000 
square feet, concrete and steel building on five acres with plenty of parking. The cost to purchase and 
fit-up Wicker’s would be less than half of the projected Town Hall restoration cost and yet use only a 
fraction of the available space. The remaining space could easily accommodate a new Police 
department, the Welfare offices and the Life Ministries (when the Hospital starts reconstruction) still 



leaving several thousand feet available for other Town uses. 

With all of the problems that our Town is facing the last thing we should be doing now is expending 
precious funds for a Town Hall restoration. Wolfeboro is facing more important issues such as a failing 
Lake (Back Bay is in early-stage eutrophication); neglected roads and sidewalks, traffic jams and NO 
parking. We have kids being taught in modulars, we need a new police facility, new welfare offices, 
and an expanded library. Our water supply does not meet State standards; our sewer system in such 
disrepair that the State has mandated no further connections; we have a Federal intervention because of 
our flagrant disregard of ADA requirements and, most telling of all: ”Meredith is now the jewel on the 
Lake and Wolfeboro has slid to a distant second place”. (Weirs Times, July 2006). If you quantify the 
cost to correct these serious deficits plus normal inflation based town budget increases, we are looking 
at HUGE tax increases coming in the next ten years. Let’s not waste any more money.

What to do with our existing Town Hall? First we should do some reasonable “maintenance and 
repair”. Then we create a plan for it to become a Town-owned cultural center or a commercial center 
more fitting the core business model of our Town – tourism. Using a high-end developer (like the Town 
of Meredith) or creating a Town/private initiative (the NICK model) could result in the resurrection of 
this iconic structure that makes more economic and functional sense. 

I intend to vote No on Article #18. Our Town deserves a debate that prizes substance over rhetoric. I 
think that we should be sure the Town’s citizens have all of facts and all of the options fairly presented 
and then let us decide what is best with our ballots. 

Sincerely,
Allen Kasiewicz

AFTER THIS EXCHANGE WE RECALLED OUR RESPECTIVE EMBASSIES AND STARTED 
MASSING TROUPES AT THE BORDERS.


